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Background: It is well-known that premature atrial contractions (PACs) may trigger atrial fibrillation (AF), but it is unknown whether AF initiates at 
the same location as the trigger. We sought to identify the location of AF and its preceding trigger, and hypothesized that the triggering PACs occur at 
separate sites than AF initiation.
Methods: In 30 AF patients prior to ablation (age 62±9 years; left atrial (LA) size 43±6mm; 9 persistent), we mapped spontaneous AF, 
isoproterenol-induced AF, or AF induced by single extrastimuli or burst-pacing at 64-128 electrodes using basket catheters (Boston Scientific, MA) in 
the LA or both atria (n=15). The time and location of AF initiation was identified during the beats preceding and transitioning to AF.
Results: We observed 46 unique AF initiations, comprising 28% (13/46) spontaneous, 11% (5/46) isoproterenol-induced, and 61% (28/46) 
pacing-induced initiations. We identified the site of AF initiation in 96% (44/46) of initiations. AF initiated 23±18mm from the site of preceding 
ectopy or burst pacing (Figure). Furthermore, AF initiation sites were localized to the LA in 29 patients and in the RA in 18, with one patient 
demonstrating simultaneous biatrial activation.
Conclusions: Atrial fibrillation initiates distant to the site of preceding triggering beats, which may provide a new paradigm for AF initiation. Future 
studies are needed to investigate specific mechanisms that enable triggering beats to initiate AF and potentially identify new targets for ablation.
